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I
f you’re looking for high-tech highs (and a fair share of lows in recent years),

the usual suspects include northern California’s Silicon Valley, North Carolina’s

Research Triangle, Boston’s Route 128 and computer capital Austin, Texas.

While there are lessons to be learned from each, reality says Indiana

is not likely to reach the lofty status of those locales. A more appropriate

education may come in looking a little closer to home – at Midwest areas

facing many of the same challenges as the Hoosier state. 

Three Indiana business leaders spent much of the previous decade

observing and participating in economic change in Cleveland, St. Louis and Des Moines, Iowa.

We throw in a fourth current Hoosier with a quarter-century of experience in Virginia Beach,

Virginia, for this look at entrepreneurial efforts and advances.

The river was burning
Howard Harpster is chief investment officer for Oxford Financial Group in Carmel. For 12

years, 1989-2001, he headed a $4 billion-plus BP America pension fund in Cleveland. He was

also involved in supporting venture capital activity in northeast Ohio.

Nicknamed the “mistake on the lake” and the victim of the river catching on fire for years,

Cleveland – and you can throw Pittsburgh in the mix – was forced into economic change. The

LTV bankruptcy and overall steel industry decline brought crisis to this area.

“George Voinovich (then Cleveland mayor and now an Ohio senator) reached the conclusion

that they had to do something to encourage venture capital activity,” Harpster recalls. “They put

together an interesting group and through its encouragement and leadership were able to bring

in money from (state capital) Columbus.”

Harpster estimates $2 billion in venture money is available in northeast Ohio now, 10 times what was

on hand in the early 1990s. Two tactics – utilizing state pension funds and using research universities

as true incubators – just now coming into play in Indiana helped fuel the Cleveland turnaround.

Among the graduates at Case Western Reserve was STERIS Corporation. A

two-person start-up, the sterilization industry leader today is a publicly traded

company with a $1 billion market cap. On the state pension side, Ohio was

dealing with vastly higher resources than what is making news in Indiana.

“What we don’t have here is huge state pension funds,” Harpster notes. “In

Ohio, putting $50 million into venture funding is not a big deal. Fifty million is

a big deal here.” Also missing in Indiana, he adds, are the Fortune 500 companies

that called the Cleveland area home.

Ironically, an Indiana University graduate who was working in Chicago at the

time was brought in to lead the venture capital effort. Business leaders gathered

around the table, offered how much their company could contribute to the cause

and funded a venture capital start-up. The latest Primus Venture Partners fund

was a $300 million effort, according to Harpster.

The advantages do not all belong to the Ohio entrant. Harpster lists a number

of areas in which central Indiana or the entire state holds the edge in a side-by-side

comparison.

• “Indiana has far more infrastructure in the life sciences area,” he says.

• The obstacles in Cleveland were much greater. In addition to the nationally

broadcast images of the river fires and the unfortunate nickname, there was a

strong aversion to risk taking. Indiana might compete in that regard, but

overall “there are far fewer obstacles here.”

How the Other Guys Did It
Inside Views on State, Local Economic Transitions
By Tom Schuman

Howard Harpster says central

Indiana has the life sciences

infrastructure to succeed.
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• Despite some still obvious shortcomings, Harpster gives the

Indiana workforce the thumbs-up compared to Cleveland.

“There’s a much more

educated workforce here,

one more suited to

venture undertakings.”

• Finally, Indianapolis

boasts an already

successful downtown

and high quality of

life. Cleveland was a

rundown industrial

city that needed a makeover. “You don’t

have to convince people for the outside to

come in here (once they see what the city

and state have to offer).”

The successful revitalization in Cleveland

has resulted in a “whole attitude that is different.” 

Arch(ing) to new levels
Although there was really no crisis point in St. Louis,

leadership from the business community and the public sector

helped Missouri’s largest city move forward.

“The business community put major heat on the state,”

contends Mark Long, president and CEO of Indiana University’s

Advanced Research & Technology Institute (ARTI) in Indianapolis.

Previously, Long worked in the Center of Technology

Management at Washington University in St. Louis.

Among the benefits were a tax credit program for in-state

purchases and a Missouri Technology Plan that Long says

“stimulated people to think entrepreneurially. It created a

perception (starting in 1999, 2000) that we have a tremendous

environment in which to start a company.”

The business community also factored in a move away from

acquisition to internal growth. The state Department of Commerce

was eliminated in favor of a Department of Economic Development,

with private sector-led roundtables and task forces formed to

solve particular problems and concerns. Indiana is just beginning

down that road with the formation of the Indiana Economic

Development Corporation.

Long says the Missouri and Indiana geographies are similar,

with Kansas City, Columbia, Springfield and Jefferson City

comparing to Indiana’s Fort Wayne, Bloomington, New Albany

and Corydon, respectively. The Show-Me State, however, was

able to overcome the “us vs. them” mentality.

“Missouri was successful at expanding out to other areas of the

state. People believe if St. Louis grows its tax base and creates

jobs, it’s good for the Missouri economy,” Long asserts. “The what’s

good for Indianapolis is good for Indiana mindset is not here yet.”

Indiana, however, has a potential to do more with the

university connection, Long believes. Although ARTI is affiliated

with IU, it is run as a separate business.

“That allows us to interface better with the business

community. It allows us more freedom of movement,” he

reports. “In St. Louis, universities maintained a great deal of

control over technologies created there. In licensing technology

they were in the top 10, but they were not necessarily good at

starting small businesses or creating new jobs.”

Indiana’s climb up the mountain is a steep one. Long,

who points out the severity

by only half-jokingly calling

for a change in the term from

economic development to

economic survival, was told

when he arrived in early 2002

to build an incubator within

five years. With flair that

he admits sometimes gets

him in trouble, he responded,

“I’ve got bad news. You’re

already behind Kentucky.”

ARTI moved into its

developing Emerging

Technologies Center a year

to the day of Long’s arrival.

The four companies in place were expected to double when

new lab space opened up in early August. Eventually, he

expects to see 15 to 20 companies and as many as 150 “high-

tech, high-pay” jobs in life sciences start-ups.

As far as Indiana gaining ground and trying to separate

itself from the pack, Long calls for coordination.

“People in Fort Wayne don’t know what’s going on in New

Albany. People in Evansville feel isolated. People still think

manufacturing is going to burst back into form.

“Getting them all together, riding the same stagecoach and

singing the same song,” he continues. “That was the real turning

point in St. Louis.”

Vision at the beach
It’s not often that you find Indiana and Virginia Beach mentioned

in the same sentence. The differences far outnumber the similarities.

Yet the approach to economic development bears a closer look.

Bob Taylor, president and CEO of Do it Best Corp., came

to Fort Wayne in 2001 after a 26-year retailing career in Virginia.

What he left behind included:

• As the name implies – a beach. A fast growing area, particularly

in the 1970s and ’80s, Taylor notes, “It’s nice to have a resort

to supplement what might have come off the backs of individual

taxpayers.” Indiana often bemoans its lack of mountains and

beaches.

“People believe if St. Louis grows
its tax base and creates jobs, it’s
good for the Missouri economy.
The what’s good for Indianapolis
is good for Indiana mindset is
not here yet.”

– Mark Long

Lessons Learned From Other Cities, States
• Proactive business community
• Private sector leadership in economic development
• State pension fund investments
• University role in business incubation
• What’s good for the biggest city is typically good for the

rest of the state
• Regional approaches are better than strictly local
• Visits to other communities prove insightful
• Local advocacy groups combine efforts, influence
• Education is critical element
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• A large military presence, including a major jet base. Taylor estimates 15% of the

population relates directly to the military. Indiana’s military presence has been

diluted through base closings.

• A group of close cities – Virginia Beach, Portsmouth, Chesapeake, Suffolk and Norfolk –

that came together under the umbrella of the Hampton-Roads Chamber of Commerce.

The economic development plan was to “get people to the region first, then worry

about which city.” Taylor sees a focus emerging on northeast Indiana as a region,

instead of just the more dominant Fort Wayne and Allen County. 

Virginia Beach Vision was a business organization, Taylor explains, in which like-

minded individuals came together to work behind the scenes on specific problems

or projects. The result was an effective city government.

“Leadership has to come from the private sector

initially. Determine what you want, then filter it over to

the public sector,” Taylor reasons. “We had a strong,

organized business community in Virginia Beach that

worked with both Republicans and Democrats with

almost nonpartisan backing. We got into office people

who could carry out a vision for the city.”

Public and private sector leaders also teamed for regular

visits to other communities. San Diego was tapped for its military expertise and Salt Lake

City to learn more about university relationships. These trips played a role in enhancing

the business climate, but also the quality of life that helped produce the economic growth.

While Indiana faces a much stronger challenge in adjusting from its manufacturing-

dominated economy, Taylor terms the existence of the Northeast Indiana Corporate

Council and the hiring of a full-time executive director as “great steps.” Part of the road to success

is finding the “go-to people who can be a source of action.”

Dollar value in Iowa
As publisher of the Indianapolis Star, Barbara Henry deals in advertising, circulation and other

business numbers every day. Numbers also help tell the state’s economic development story. While

Indiana allocated a higher-than-expected $75 million over the next two years for the 21st Century

Research & Technology Fund, Iowa (Henry previously held the same position at the Des Moines

Register), with half the population of Indiana, recently instituted a $503 million Iowa Values Fund.

The “I” states share similar geography with population centered in metro areas, Henry says,

with rural counties between those areas struggling. Workforce is a major issue for both. “Brain

drain stories appeared in the Des Moines Register as much as they do in the Indianapolis Star.”

The economic strengths, however, differ. Next to Hartford, Connecticut, Des Moines has the

largest insurance concentration in the country. Iowans were known to lament not having enough

manufacturing jobs.

Part of the local solution for Des Moines was to combine efforts. Henry says the local chamber

and groups specializing in corporate leadership, downtown

business and economic development became one. 

“I thought it made economic sense and practical sense. We

were speaking to the legislature with one voice,” she details.

“We got more bang for our buck. I’m sure the business community

was a big reason they got that $500 million passed this year.”

While the Indiana Chamber “is the only group bringing

all parts of the state together,” Henry adds that Iowa’s major

cities formed an alliance to protect their similar interests.

Other factors that increase the challenge, she notes, are the

high number of people who have never lived elsewhere (Indiana

ranks second to Pennsylvania in that category, according to

one study), a resistance to change (more so than in Iowa)

that can be “harmful” and very low personal taxes (with

governmental inaction over many years leading to the

outcry over current property tax hikes).

“Leadership has to come
from the private sector
initially. Determine what
you want, then filter it
over to the public sector.”

– Bob Taylor

A united business

community is a key

to Iowa's success,

according to

Barbara Henry.

Continued on page 63



“Whenever lists come out, Indiana ranks very low in K-12 education.

That is a big detriment,” Henry claims. “Iowa was always ranked very high. If

it dropped from No.1 to No. 2, everyone was chagrined. We’re in the 40s

here and there’s not an outcry about the schools.”

On the local level, Henry believes Indianapolis has much more to offer

than Des Moines in term of diversity and a vibrant downtown. She urges

strong capitalization on the city’s successful convention business. The mix of

statewide universities is another huge plus, but the question remains, “Do we

use that to its maximum advantage?”

Purdue President Martin Jischke was in a similar position at Iowa State

during Henry’s time in Des Moines. He pressed hard to establish an Iowa

State campus in Des Moines and was a catalyst for change. He is continuing

that role in Indiana, Henry says, but as far as overall leadership, “I think

we’re strong in some areas and not as strong in some areas.”

Economic Transitions
Continued from page 10
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Resources: Howard Harpster at (317) 805-5052 (ext. 5116) or

e-mail: hharpster@ofgltd.com

Mark Long at (317) 278-1901 or 

e-mail: mslong@indiana.edu

Bob Taylor at (260) 748-5911 or 

e-mail: bob.taylor@doitbest.com

Barbara Henry at (317) 444-8131 or 

e-mail: barbara.henry@indystar.com


